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Abstract
We describe the design of an Access Control System using Web Services for information and content
management. In this paper we described the solution for control mechanism of the information
systems which have unique message id, requesting and giving permissions to different channels, and
accessibility of the user to the specific channels by giving permissions to the user to use XML
Messaging Systems using Web Services. This paper presents an overview of the research efforts
undertaken by our group to build access control services around a Web Services model.
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Introduction
Information and content management systems require access controls to information content.
In publish/subscribe style systems, for example, there will be various restrictions on access
to both topics and particular privileges associated with that topic, or channel. We are
particularly interested in access control systems that are associated with XML metadata
systems. XML metadata is important for future Web service applications [1]. Open Grid
Service Architecture (OGSA) [2] and Semantic Web [3] both depend on metadata [4]. We
have examined the low-level requirements for managing the XML nuggets of such systems,
which include the following: composing tools for creating valid, correct XML metadata
nuggets; an architecture and implementation for delivering metadata in the form of messages
to listeners who has access to use specific message channel; metadata browsers that can sort
and display the nuggets by category; and user role/access control system to define user levels
and privileges. The implementation of these ideas is discussed in Ref. [5]. Specific
applications of this system include a news group system and a book reference manager.
As a next phase of research, we want to a) decouple our prototype systems into Web
Services with well-defined interface, b) formalize the various roles and privileges that exist
in the system. Web services invoke remote methods by using (typically) XML-based
protocol and interface definitions. The message protocol, usually SOAP [6], is bound to a
lower level transport protocol such as HTTP. The method interface (expressed in WSDL [7])
describes agreed-up set of methods, parameters and return type for the services. We want to
take advantage of these technologies in our systems. Particularly, we want to use them to
build a reusable Access Control System that can be used within other systems besides our
metadata system.
Access control systems are important to any system with multiple users, and we highlight
here other work in this area. For example, UNIX [8] provides a very simple but powerful
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form of access control that partially inspires some of our system. Akenti [9] is an access
control system for distributed resources based upon Public Key Infrastructure. An important
recent development for Web Services is WS-Policy [10], which provides secure environment
for Web Services. Also for Web Services, SAML [11] can be used to convey both
authentication and access control assertions in SOAP headers.

Access Control System Requirement and Structure Data Models
XML metadata may be organized into various categories, or channels. In our newsgroup
system, for example, we have many news topics. Each topic includes users with different
types of roles, with multiple access privileges. Individuals may also possess different roles
in different topics. The default “user” role has privileges to read and optionally write to one
or more message channels. Users have additional options with regard to the choice of
message delivery mechanism. That is, a user may request message notification by email,
through a web interface, or both. Each channel users has been assigned to the role and group.
Each role has several privileges (properties). For example, a user may additionally request
that attachments to topic postings be sent to him through email. User can make requests to
change these properties, which are granted or denied by channel administrators.
Other possible roles include “administrator”, and “super-administrator”. Message
Channel Administrators have the authority to assign users to a specific message channel. A
channel user may have administration privileges over more than one message channel, and a
specific channel has one or more administrators. They also modify the access rights of a
user, denying a user the privilege of writing to a particular channel, for example. Super
administrators manage the entire messaging system. In addition to possessing administrator
authorities for all channels, this role has the authority to create new messages channels and
assign administrators to them.
The channel defines the main object for information systems which defines as unique
URI. Each channel has assigned roles, and each role has rights to be confirmed by
administrator in order to use the channels. These channels can be information messaging
channel or file systems or any type of systems needed access control systems. The relation
is shown in Figure 1: Each channel unique name, and defined roles. Role object have name
and rights.

Figure 1 The data model for roles and privileges is expressed in XML.
The current system has an option for selection mechanism for channels. We define
roles for message channel. Admin role, user role, and super administrator role are defined in
the newsgroup system, for example. In the access control system, super administrators
control the channel administrators, and channel administrators control the channel users.
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Each channel users has been assigned to the role and group. Second group can modify,
remove user rights from the message channel group by having these control structure.
The current system has an option for selection mechanism for channels. Each channel
has its own administrator, who can grant or deny the requests permissions and services for a
channel. This is shown in Figure 2. These are used by individuals to request changes to
privileges. There are three sections. The User Request Pool contains requested objects that
are initiated by different users of the channels. The Admin Pool captures the request objects
and handles the results based on the administrator of the channel. The Result Pool sends
users the results of their request. User might have different roles for each news channels. In
the figure, for example, Administrator of Ch1 confirms the user request for both User U1
and User U2 for the channel Ch1. Then, both User U1 and User U2 may use the channel by
having Role R1 in the channel system. However, for the channel Ch2, Administrator of Ch2
confirms only the User U1’s request having a role R1. Administrator of Ch3 rejects User
U3’s request for channel Ch3. In summary, different administrators can handle user request
objects, which have different roles and different channels.
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Figure 2 User request and confirmation model.
We assign all the channels a unique, hierarchical URI [12], which provides a method of
inheriting permissions, similar to the UNIX file structure. Consider a message group for
researchers in Signal Image Processing (SIP) This channel should have
http://[(unique)destination]/Organization/Newsgroup/SIP. This system can be integrated to
the XML Messaging System. If user want to create a new group derived from the SIP
message channel, the new URI for the new channel is
http://[(unique)destination]/Organization/ Newsgroup/SIP/SIPArchive. The administrator of
the SIP channel will be automatically assigned to the SIPArchive channel. However, if the
owner of channel doesn’t want to have the upper level administrator to be assigned to the
new channel, only the initiator of the channel becomes administrator of the new channel.

Web Service for Access Control
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Web services have many advantages over others: protocol independent services, welldefined interfaces for distributed services, separation of interface from implementation
(transparency). Due to transparent services capability of web service, the underlying datastorage implementation may be XML database, relational databases, or flat file system.
The system architecture is shown in Figure 3. The end user sends its request in the SOAP
message format. The web server forwards incoming requests to the web service engine,
which executes the proper web service in the web service pool. The invoked web service
ingests the SOAP message, connects to database using JDBC connection, and performs the
incoming service request. If there are responses for the incoming service request, it wraps it
into a SOAP message and passes it to the Web service engine. The Web service engine
delivers the output to requestor by passing it to web server.
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Figure 3: Interaction of users with the Access Control service.
Let us now examine services needed for manipulating our data model.
Access Rights Request Service:
This service allows a user to make a request on a desired message channel to have proper
access rights. For instance, a new user makes a request for “read” and “write” access rights
on the “java beginners” message channel by calling this service transparently using her
browser. When Access Rights Request Service receives this incoming request, it uses the
JDBC to connect to database and enters user’s request.
Access Rights Approve, Modify Service:
Channel administrators or super administrators use this service. A channel administrator may
approve, modify or reject any request. In addition, she may modify the current access rights
of the subscribed users by using this web service. Super administrators assign users as a
message channel administrators or remove such privileges by using this service.
Access Rights Query Service:
This service is designated for users who do not have the right to enter any information
(access rights request, modification of access rights, etc.) into database but need to access
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rights information in the database. For example, a message-brokering publisher may need
this service to verify the current message sender has write access on given message channel
before publishing his/her message. The following are the current methods of this service:
getReadableTopics, getWritableTopics, getAllUsers, getUsersHaveReadAccess,
hasReadAccess, hasWriteAccess, getUsersHaveWriteAccess, getAllTopics,
hasReadWriteAccess.
Message Channel Management Service:
Super administrators use this service. They can add new message channel into system,
remove expired message channels from the system and manage their channel administrators
by calling this service.
Summary and Future Work
We have presented a data model for access control definitions on an information channel.
We implement services that manipulate instances of this data model using a Web services
approach.
Access controls are part of larger security framework. Authorization must typically be
coupled with two other security concepts: authentication and transport level security. In
authentication part, the correctness of the user identity is verified. Data integrity and privacy
are typically provided by transport level security mechanisms such as SSL. The access
control system we have presented here depends on an external authentication method.
Currently, we implement only HTTP-based authentication. Future versions may incorporate
other authentication systems such as PKI, Kerberos or Shibboleth.
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